TCS 3000 INTEGRATION: INVENTORY

Manage your on-board tank inventories while improving delivery and routing decisions.

VIEW DIGITAL OR MANUAL INVENTORY LEVELS

- **DIGITAL** - Actual Real-Time Tank Readings
- **MANUAL** - Reset Levels at the Rack & Subtract Deliveries

IMPROVE ROUTING DECISIONS

- Know When Inventories Are Too Low to Complete Deliveries
- Send Inventory Levels Back to Dispatcher via TCS HUB
- Locate Delivery & Inventory when GPS Is Enabled & Using TCS HUB

TECHNOLOGY

- 4-20mA Current Input
- Compatible with Float, Ultrasonic, Pressure, and Radar Sensor Technologies
- Up to Six (6) Product Tank Inventories Available
- Change Product Tank Assignment By Shift
- Visual Color Graphic Level Indication
- Quick ‘Fill Up’ Manual Inventory Reset Button
- Printed Inventory Reports
The TCS 3000 Electronic Register displays the current on-board inventory of up to 6 tanks.

The inventory levels can be derived manually or taken from tank gauges.

The TCS 3000 can electronically send data back to TCS HUB at your locations via radio, WiFi, and/or cellular modems. TCS HUB allows you to quickly see your on-board inventory levels across your fleet. Make more informed equipment decisions. Stay on top of your customer needs.

“We like the TCS 3000 register’s inventory feature because it provides our customers the ability to see their on-board inventory from the truck and office to make sure they have enough fuel for the next delivery.”

>>> Michael Curto, World Fuel Services
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